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Re: MS: 2093265985500273 “Bone turnover in passive smoking female rat: relationships to change in bone mineral density” submitted to BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders

Dear Dr. Robert Layfield:

We are glad to resubmit you our revised manuscript after a revision according to the your suggestions.

If you have any other concern regarding to our revised manuscript, please feel free to contact me. At the same time, we would like to appreciate you and the nice reviewers who had given us professional comments to improve our manuscript.

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Guang-hua Lei, MD, PhD
Department of Orthopaedics
Xiangya Hospital, Central South University
#87 Xiang-Ya Road
Changsha, Hunan
China, 410008
Tel: 086-731-4327326
Fax: 086-731-4327332
E-mail: lgh9640@gmail.com
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)

Answer: The list of authors in the manuscript has been written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order.

Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution

Answer: Each affiliation has been written in the appropriate format.

References: Please make sure references are cited in numerical order.

Answer: Each references has been cited in numerical order.

Tables: we are unable to display shading and colours within the tables. Can we therefore ask you to use another method of highlighting the shaded lines e.g. by making them bold.

Answer: The tables has been revised.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Line numbers: Please remove these

Answer: The line numbers has been removed.

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

Answer: The highlighting/tracking has been removed.

Author list: Please place your superscript links to the affiliations in numeric order
Email address: please include email addresses for all the authors on the title page, using the following format:

AB: abc@institution.ac.uk
EF: efgh@generic.co.uk
IJ: IJKL@corporation.com

**Answer:** The email address has been revised in the appropriate format.

Figures: The image file should not include the title (e.g. Figure 1... etc.) or figure number

**Answer:** The figure number has been removed.

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures

**Answer:** The figure has been revised.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

**Answer:** Our manuscript has been checked.